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supro

Colour range

Three in one

Highly adjustable

Fully supportive

The Supro provides the option of

The Supro offers high levels of

The Supro is a unique supine

supine, prone and vertical standing

adjustment in the knees, hips and

stander that has been designed

in one frame. Its design gives an

chest to meet a wide range of

for children from 2 years old to

angle range of 90° allowing it to

postural needs. The Popliteal pads

young adults who need to develop

achieve a horizontal and vertical

provide support behind the knee

and maintain their ability to weight

position.

when the child is not fully able to

bear. It offers full posterior body

straighten their legs.

contact and is suitable for children
with little or no head control.
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supro
key features

Popliteal foams

Adjustable knee cups

Soft head support

Unique solution

Versatility

‘Having a Supro means

When a child displays fixed knee

Simply by removing the top section

flexion the Popliteal foams can

children with very flexed

(the headboard) along with the soft

provide the necessary comfort

head support, re-fixing the tray to

and support in the space behind

the back of the stander and reversing

the knee. Please see the popliteal

the sandals, the Supro can easily

foams in the Supro accessory section.

and very quickly be converted into

knees have an opportunity
to experience standing.’
Amy, Physiotherapist, Wales

an upright and prone stander.

Supro technical data

all dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated

Size

1

2

1

8256

8257

8258

85

85

85

85

Thoracic support (top) to foot plate height

600-1070

700-1250

600-1070

700-1250

Pelvic support (top) to foot plate height

430-870

450-1010

430-870

450-1010

Knee block (top) to foot plate height

220-570

200-590

220-570

200-590

Foot plate to floor height (excluding sandals)

75

75

70

70

Max width (between thoracic supports)

330

330

430

430

582 x 637

582 x 637

585 x 740

585 x 740

0 to 90

0 to 90

0 to 90

0 to 90

1100 x 600

1100 x 600

1100 x 600

1100 x 600
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Standard

Upholstered board width
Code
User weight limit (kg)

Tray size (depth and width)
Angle (º)
Base frame
Shipping weight (including packaging) (kg)

2
Wide
8259
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accessories

The Supro comes complete with upholstered board,
lateral and pelvic supports, knee cups, cocoon sandals
and plain tray.
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Knee cups

Caliper style kneecaps

CODE KN011 - KN016

CODE KN017 - KN019

Maintains knee in position
Available in sizes 1 - 6

Extra knee support
Maintains knee position
Available in sizes 1 - 3

CODE KN022 - KN024

Popliteal foams
(full thickness)

Popliteal foams
(half thickness)

Kneecap spacers

CODE FM014

CODE FM015

Provides support to back of knee

Provides support to the back of knee

1 Must be factory fitted at time the product is ordered

Sheepskin liners for
kneecaps1
Maintains position of knee with
added protection
Available in sizes 1 - 3

CODE KN020 - KN021
Provides additional height to the
popliteal pad to accommodate
differing degrees of knee contraction

standing

Lateral supports

Soft head support

CODE SP010 – SP011

CODE SP006 – SP007

Whitmyer pro series
interface plate1

Provides snug pelvic and/or trunk
support

Helps to support head position

CODE WM001

Tray padded insert

Suspension rail

Tray grab rail full width

CODE TR028 – TR029

CODE SR012 – SR013

CODE GB013 – GB014

Provides comfort and support
around your child’s chest

Can be used to attach toys for
stimulation

Helps child to stabilise upper limb

Works in conjunction with the
Whitmyer pro series vertical bar

Bowl and cover1
CODE BW006 – BW007
(pictured on Whirl)
Removable and perfect for wet or
dry play activities

1 Must be factory fitted at time the product is ordered

Additionally can be used to attach toys

